


* Generally, the humidity affects the bow hair, and the temperature affect the rosin more. It is because the strength of bow hair gets 
weak in high humidity weather, and the rosin gets soft in high temperature. Rosins that are workable in these possible extreme 
climate conditions are suggested here by learning how the bow hair may react to various extreme climate conditions and how each 
rosin formula’s specific physical property such as hardness (softening point) and stickiness may help the bow hair cope with these 
climate conditions.

Signature Formula SOLO A Piacere Sanctus

Description

This rosin is the most 
significant new 

development for the 
most demanding 

musicians that works 
well with a small amount 

on a wide range of 
repertoire. It helps the 
bow to create rich, full 
and expressive tones 
without excessive bite.

The formula focuses on 
providing maximum 
projection as well as 
clear articulation. It is 

also forgiving under high 
bow pressure on the 
strings without the 
sound cracking.

Similar to SOLO in 
terms of providing clear 
articulation, but it has 
slightly less projection 
power, aiming for more 

blending aspects in 
sound. The tone is 

relatively warmer and 
rounder than the SOLO, 
and it goes particularly 

well with soft bows.

The outer ring formula 
gives smooth bowing 

experience with a 
focused sound on the 
strings, and the softer 
center formula kicks in 

when the player 
demands more power 

and gutsiness from their 
instrument.

Available Sizes Full and Mini Full and Mini Full and Mini Full only

Physical Hardness (1-5) 4 5 (hard) 4 Outer ring-5 / Center-3

Articulation Strong and Rounder Strong and Crisp Moderate and Crisp Moderate and Rounder

Projection Strong Strong Moderate Moderate / Strong

Tone Characteristic Rich, Full, Warm Powerful, Bright Smooth, Clear Complex, Gutsy, Textured

Workable Extreme 
Climate Condition* Hot, Cold, Humid Hot, Cold, Dry Cold, Dry Cold, Humid


